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FENDER VINTAGE REISSUE TUBE AMPLIFIERS 
These reissues of classic Fender amplifiers provide 
the vintage tube sound and look that’s highly desired 
by many players.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
BASSMAN-59-LTD-RI......Bassman®-59: 4x10" Jensen P-10R 8-ohm speakers 

w/ alnico magnets, 45W into 2ohms, tweed, Normal and
Bright channels, Tubes: 3 x 12AX7,  2 x GT 6L6 and 
1 x 5AR4 rectifier tube, cover included, 53lbs ...................... 1399.00

TWIN-REVERB-65-RI......Twin-Reverb®-65: 2x12" Jensen C-12K 8-ohm speakers 
w/ ceramic magnets, 85W into 4ohms, Normal and Vibrato 
channels, tilt back legs, black textured vinyl covering 
w/silver grille cloth, Tubes: 4 x 12AX7, 2 x 12AT7 and 
4 x 6L6, solid state rectifier, 2-button footswitch for 
Reverb and Vibrato on/off, 64lbs .......................................... 1399.00

SUPER-REVERB-65-RI ...Super-Reverb®-65: 4x10" Jensen P-10R 8-ohm speakers 
w/ alnico magnets, 45W into 2ohms, Normal and Vibrato 
channels, tilt back legs, black textured vinyl covering 
w/ silver grille cloth, Tubes: 4 x 12AX7, 2 x 12AT7, 2 x 6L6 
and 1 x 5AR4 rectifier tube, 2-button footswitch for 
Reverb and Vibrato on/off, 65lbs .......................................... 1499.00

DELUXE-REVERB-65-RI..Deluxe-Reverb®-65: 1x12" Jensen C-12K 8-ohm speaker 
w/ceramic magnet, 22W into 8ohms, Normal and Vibrato 
channels, black textured vinyl covering w/silver grille 
cloth, Tubes: 4 x 12AX7, 2 x 12AT7, 2 x 6V6 and 1 x 5AR4 
rectifier tube, 2-button footswitch for Reverb and Vibrato 
on/off, 42lbs ........................................................................... 999.00

TUBE-REVERB-63-RI......Tube reverb unit with Dwell, Mix and Tone controls, brown 
textured vinyl covering w/wheat grille cloth, Tubes: 
1 x 12AT7, 1 x 12AX7 and 1 x 6V6, 13 lbs .............................. 649.00

DELUXE-REVERB-63-RI

BLACKSTAR HT VENUE SERIES TUBE AMPLIFIERS 
This series has a tube amp to suit every performance 
situation. Authentic ‘boutique’ cleans and super high gain 
overdrives are combined in this line. Speaker cabinets are 
all equipped with Celestion drivers and have been voiced 
to work with the HT Venue amplifiers, as well as a wide 
range of other products. All the cabs have finger-locked (comb) joints, heavy-duty 
wiring and a cool vintage styling.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
HT Venue Series Amplifiers
HT100H ..................... 100W tube head .......................................................................... 849.99
HTSTUD20H ............... 20W tube head ............................................................................ 499.99
HTSTAGE60C ............. 2x12" 60W tube combo ............................................................... 899.99
HTSOLO60C ............... 1x12" 60W tube combo ............................................................... 799.99
HTCLUB40C ............... 1x12" 40W tube combo ............................................................... 699.99
HTSTUD20C ............... 1x12" 20W tube combo ............................................................... 599.99
HT Venue Series Cabinets
HTV412A.................... 4x12" angled cabinet .................................................................. 599.99
HTV412B ................... 4x12" straight cabinet ................................................................ 599.99
HTV212...................... 2x12" cabinet .............................................................................. 299.99
HTV112...................... 1x12" cabinet .............................................................................. 199.99

NEW!

FENDER HOT ROD GUITAR AMPLIFIERS These 
all-tube workhorse amplifiers pair vintage tone with 
modern features for unrivaled value and versatility. All 
amps feature 3 selectable channels (normal, drive and 
more drive), 2-button 3-function footswitch for channel 
selection, black textured vinyl covering w/silver grille 
cloth, bright switch, effects loop, reverb, external speaker jack, 3x 12AX7 preamp 
tubes and 2x 6L6 power tubes.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
HOT-ROD-DELUXE-III .....1x12" Special Design Eminence 8-ohm speaker, 

40W into 8ohms ...................................................................... 699.99  
HOT-ROD-DVL212-III .....2x12" Fender Special Design 8-ohm speakers, 

60W into 2 or 4ohms (switchable) .......................................... 899.99  
HOT-ROD-DVL410-III .....4x10" Special Design Eminence 8-ohm speakers, 

60W into 4 or 8ohms (switchable) .......................................... 899.99  

HOT ROD DELUXE III

FENDER MUSTANG™ GUITAR 
AMPLIFIERS These amps feature amp mod-
els and built-in effects and come equipped 
with USB connectivity and Fender® FUSE™ 
software, allowing your musical creativity and imagina-
tion to run wild. All amps include 1/8" AUX in, 1/8" 
headphone/speaker simulated line out, USB port, and 
black textured "Carbon Tweed" covering w/silver grille cloth. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
MUSTANG-I................ 20W, 1x8" Fender® Special Design Speaker .................................. 99.99
MUSTANG-II .............. 40W, 1x12" Fender® Special Design Speaker .............................. 199.99
MUSTANG-III ............. 100W, 1x12" Celestion® G12T-100 Speaker, 

w/programmable 2-button footswitch ......................................... 299.99
MUSTANG-IV.............. 150W (2x75W stereo), 2x12" Celestion® 

G12P-80 Speakers, w/4-button footswitch .................................. 499.99
MUSTANG-V-HEAD ..... 150W (2x75W stereo) amp head, w/4-button footswitch ............. 299.99
MUSTANG-V412-CAB . 4x12" cabinet w/Celestion® Rocket 50 Speakers, 

100W per side stereo, (2) 1/4" 8 ohm speaker inputs 
running in stereo, one jack used alone = 4 ohms mono 
(all 4 speakers in parallel) .......................................................... 299.99

099-4049-000........... Optional 1-button footswitch for Mustang I/II ............................... 19.99

NEW!

MUSTANG IV

FENDER G-DEC JUNIOR CARBON GUITAR 
AMPLIFIER This mini version of the original G-DEC has 
built-in backing tracks in styles including rock, blues, jazz, 
metal, country, Latin, hip hop and others, and a variety of 
amp and effects types can be mixed and matched for a 
complete musical experience.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
G-DEC-JR-CARBON.... Guitar combo amp, 15W, 1x8", AUX input, Headphone jack, 

MIDI out, Carbon Tweed Textured Vinyl covering ......................... 159.99

NEW!

FENDER SMALL TUBE COMBO GUITAR AMPLIFIERS 
These low-wattage combo amps allow you to crank it up 
and overdrive the tubes at a reasonable volume. They’re 
great for recording, practicing and low-volume gigs.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
BLUES-JUNIOR-III ..... Blues-Junior™: 15W into 8ohms, 1x12" 8-ohm speaker, 

1 channel, black textured vinyl covering w/Blackface style 
black/silver grille cloth; Tubes: 3 x 12AX7 and 2 x EL84, 
solid-state rectifier; Controls: reverb, master, middle, bass, 
treble, “Fat” switch and volume, 31 lbs ..................................... 499.99

PRO-JUNIOR-III......... Pro-Junior™: 15W into 8ohms, 1x10" 8-ohm speaker, single 
channel; Controls: volume and tone, black textured vinyl covering 
w/Blackface style black/silver grille cloth; Tubes: 2 x 12AX7 
and 2 x EL84, solid-state rectifier, 20 lbs ................................... 399.99

CHAMPION-600 ......... Champion™-600: 5W into 4ohms, 1 x 6" 4-ohm speaker 
w/ceramic magnet, 2 channels (instrument & microphone); 
Controls: Volume, external speaker out, high- and low-gain 
inputs, brown & blonde vinyl covering; Tubes: 1 x 12AX7A 
and 1 x 6V6, diode rectifier, 15 lbs ............................................. 149.00

CHAMPION 600

HTCLUB40C

FENDER G-DEC® 3 GUITAR DIGITAL 
ENTERTAINMENT CENTER These 

practice amps include digital amp and effects models for 
every playing style, 100 presets, and a huge collection of music 
to play with. They feature a USB port w/cable, and onboard 
phrase sampler with overdub and export functions. They 
also boast onboard MP3 & WAV file storage and playback, a 
multi-function SD card slot for unlimited storage of presets 
and audio, Fender FUSE™ software, Ableton Live Lite 8 Fender Edition recording 
software, and AmpliTube Fender LE software. G-DEC-3-THIRTY adds a chromatic 
tuner and stereo line outputs. The G-DEC-3-THIRTY is also available in Blues, Metal or 
Country versions, featuring tone presets, backing track loops and cosmetics catered 
to each genre.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
G-DEC-3-FIFTEEN .................Guitar practice combo, 1x8" 15W .................................... 299.00
G-DEC-3-THIRTY ...................Guitar practice combo, 1x10" 30W .................................. 399.00
G-DEC-3-THIRTY-BLUES .......Blues version w/blonde vinyl covering, oxblood 

grille cloth, chrome corners ............................................. 399.99
G-DEC-3-THIRTY-CNTRY .......Country version w/Western "cowboy tooled" 

vinyl covering, wheat grille cloth, chrome corners ........... 399.99
G-DEC-3-THIRTY-METAL .......Metal version w/black-white-gray camo covering, 

black grille cloth & hardware .......................................... 399.99
ULT-4 ....................................Optional 4-button footswitch ............................................. 45.56

G-DEC-3-THIRTY
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ORANGE CRUSH GUITAR & BASS COMBO 
AMPS Just like their bigger brothers, the Crush 
series has orange basket weave tolex, woven speaker 
grille, beading and hyroglyphs, and “picture frame” 
edging. Guitar models feature built-in distortion, and 
all models include a headphone output.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
CR12L ........Guitar combo, 12W, 1x6" .............................................................................. 89.00
CR20L ........Guitar combo, 20W, 1x8", aux input for iPod/mp3 player ........................... 115.00
CR20LDX ....Same as CR20L but with built-in tuner, aux input & digital FX ................. 159.00
CR35LDX ....Same as CR20LDX but 35W, 1x10" combo ................................................. 239.00
CR25BX ......Bass combo, 25W, 1x8", aux input for iPod/mp3 player ............................. 159.00
CR50BXT ....Bass combo, 50W, 1x12", aux input for iPod/mp3 player, 

Line out, Speaker out, built-in tuner ........................................................... 249.00 

CR12L

MOTION SOUND SRV SERIES ROTARY GUITAR 
SPEAKERS These non-powered mechanical rotary 
speaker cabs are designed for guitar with power provided 
by the guitarist’s amplifier. They include adjustable Fast/
Slow/Stop speeds adjustable via knobs (control pedal 
input can be used) and transition time, and the built-in 
stereo mics are connected to XLR outputs for direct out 
applications. The special auto-stop ensures the rotor faces forward when stopped 
for use as a normal guitar cabinet. 1/4" input on both models.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SRV112 ..........1x12" rotary guitar speaker, non-powered, 50W @ 8ohms ..................... 799.00
SRV212 ..........2x12" rotary guitar speaker, non-powered, 100W @ 4ohms ................... 849.00 

SRV112

LINE 6 SPIDER IV SERIES Spider IV delivers 
detailed amp models based on some of the greatest 
guitar sounds ever created. Take guitar sounds from 
specific tracks using the 150 song-based presets. They 
feature up to 12 custom amp models, 7 digital effects and 36 user programmable 
channels. All models include a built-in tuner, 1/8" CD/MP3 input, and FBV controller 
jack. All (except SPIDER-IV-15 and SPIDER-IV-150HD) feature Celestion speakers.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SPIDER-IV-15 ........... 15W 1x8" combo, 4-amp models, 6 FX .......................................... 99.99
SPIDER-IV-30 ........... 30W 1x12" combo, 12-amp models, 7 FX .................................... 199.99
SPIDER-IV-75 ........... 75W 1x12" combo, 16-amp models, 20 FX .................................. 299.99
SPIDER-IV-120 ......... 120W 2x10" combo, 16-amp models, 20 FX ................................ 399.99
SPIDER-IV-150 ......... 150W 2x12" combo, 16-amp models, 20 FX ................................ 499.99
SPIDER-IV-150HD ..... 150W stereo (75W x 2) guitar head, 16-amp models, 20 FX ....... 399.99 

SPIDER-IV-120

HUGHES & KETTNER EDITION TUBE GUITAR 
COMBO AMP This 2 channel tube amp features 
dual EL84 power tubes for saturation-friendly 20W of 
power, plus the Celestion G12T-100 is specially housed 
to optimize bass, and provides heavy-duty rock even 
at medium volume. The Clean channel provides pure, 
crystal-clear sparkling sound. Made in Germany.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
EDITION-TUBE-25 ..... 20W, 1x12" Celestion G12T-100 speaker, spring reverb ............. 680.00 

ORANGE TINY TERROR ALL TUBE 
GUITAR AMPS Featuring a two stage pre-
amp with a massive tonal range using just 
three controls, housed in a 1.5mm Zintec 
chassis with steel vented top case. It switch-
es from 15 to 7 Watts for studio use and recording. The combo version features an 
18mm plywood cabinet and fitted with a Celestion G12H30 speaker. The Dual Terror 
switches from 30W to 15W to 7W making it the ultimate versatile portable amp. The 
Fat Channel delivers warmer tones while the other channel has the sonic character 
of the original Tiny Terror.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
TT15 ...........................Tiny Terror 15W Class-A all-tube mini amp head 

w/padded travel bag .................................................................  575.00
TT15C-12 ...................Tiny Terror 15W Class-A all-tube combo w/12" 

Celestion Heritage spkr .............................................................. 859.00
DT30-H .......................Dual Terror 30/15/7W Class-A dual-champ head 

w/padded travel bag .................................................................. 859.00
PPC112C....................Speaker cabinet with one 12" Celestion Vintage 30, 

60W RMS, 16 ohms ..................................................................... 369.00 

TT15

MARSHALL AMPLIFICATION HAZE SERIES 
TUBE AMPLIFIERS The Haze15 mini head contains 
3 ECC83 preamps and 2 6V6 power tubes, while the 2 
speaker cabs come loaded with 12" Celestion G12T-66 
Marquee speakers. The same speaker and build quali-
ties are found in the Haze40. With EL34 power tubes, 
this 40W combo contains all the features of the Haze15, 
plus an independent boost switch for each channel, 
line out with loudspeaker emulation, and a switchable external effects loop. The 
adjustable Echo, Vibe, Chorus and Reverb effects feature true bypass. Both amps 
include a 2-way footswitch for quick channel changes and FX on/off. The optional 
4-way foot controller for Haze40 offers extra functionality and control, and connects 
with a simple guitar lead.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
MHZ15....................... Haze15 15W tube amp head w/digital FX ................................... 599.00
MHZ40C .................... Haze40 40W 1x12" tube combo amp w/digital FX ....................... 699.00
MHZ112A................... 1x12" angled cab ........................................................................ 249.99
MHZ112B .................. 1x12" straight cab ...................................................................... 249.99
PEDL10049 ............... Optional 4-way programmable foot controller for MHZ40C ........... 69.99 

MHZ40C

MARSHALL AMPLIFICATION 
VINTAGE SERIES TUBE GUITAR 
AMPLIFIERS The Vintage Series 
comprises faithful reproductions of 
Marshall's classic originals. The 1959SLPX is a reissue of the late '60s/early '70s 100W 
Super Lead Plexiglass head, as used by countless classic bands. Sharing the same 
front and rear panels, the 50W 1987XL has its own distinct personality with sweet and 
warm tonality. The 2203X is a reissue of the JCM800, a single-channel, master volume 
100W amp with more gain and aggressive tone than the 1959SLPX. All models include 
a switchable Series Effects Loop with true bypass. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
1959SLPX.......100W Super Lead Plexi head (3x ECC83, 4x EL34) ................................ 2199.00
1987XL ...........50W Plexi head (3x ECC83, 2x EL34) .................................................... 1699.00
2203X.............100W JCM800 head (3x ECC83, 4x EL34) ............................................. 2199.00
1960AX...........100W angle cabinet, 4 x 12" 25W Celestion Greenback speakers ........ 1099.00
1960BX ..........100W straight cabinet, 4 x 12" 25W Celestion Greenback speakers ..... 1099.00
1960TV ...........100W Tall angle cabinet, 4 x 12" 25W Celestion Greenback speakers .. 1099.00

NEW! D2203X

MARSHALL AMPLIFICATION MG SERIES 
GUITAR AMPS From a 2W battery-powered combo 
through to an effects-laden 100W head, this series 
has it all. All models include an MP3 input, and all FX 
models feature digital effects & reverb.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
MG2FX....................... 2W 1x6.5" battery-powered combo, 10 voices ............................. 139.99
MG10......................... 10W 1x6.5" combo w/ 2 channels ................................................. 69.99
MG15......................... 15W 1x8" combo w/ 2 channels .................................................... 99.99
MG15FX..................... 15W 1x8" combo w/ 4 channels .................................................. 149.99
MG15FXMS ................ 15W microstack, 2x10" ................................................................ 349.99
MG30FX..................... 30W 1x10" combo w/ 4 channels, FX loop ................................... 199.99
MG50FX..................... 50W 1x12" combo w/ 4 channels FX loop, 2-way footswitch ....... 379.99
MG101FX................... 100W 1x12" combo w/ 4 channels, FX loop, 2-way footswitch .... 479.99
MG102FX................... 100W 2x12" combo w/ 4 channels, FX loop, 2-way footswitch .... 549.00
MG100HFX ................ 100W head w/ 4 channels, FX loop, 2-way footswitch ................ 359.99
MG412A..................... 4x12" angled cab w/ Celestion speakers..................................... 259.99
MG412B .................... 4x12" straight cab w/ Celestion speakers ................................... 259.99
PEDL90008 ............... Optional programmable 4-way footswitch

for MGFX amps, w/ built-in tuner .................................................. 59.99

MG30FX

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
 Call today or visit us online!

Honesty and Value
since 1971
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ORANGE GUITAR SPEAKER CABINETS These 
speaker enclosures are built to last using extremely 
rugged construction and manufacturing techniques, 
utilizing 13-ply high-density 18mm birch plywood. The 
unique “skid” design feet help to acoustically couple 
the cabinets to the stage to provide a tighter bass 
response and full range definition.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
PPC212-C ....... 2x12" cab w/Celestion Vintage 30 speakers, 16ohms, 120W ................ 699.00
PPC412-A ....... 4x12" slant cab w/Celestion Vintage 30 speakers, 16ohms, 240W ..... 1099.00
PPC412-C ....... 4x12" straight cab w/Celestion Vintage 30 speakers, 16ohms, 240W ... 1049.00
PPC412-HP ..... 4x12" straight cab w/Celestion G12K100 speakers, 8ohms, 400W ..... 1099.00

PPC212-C

ORANGE TH30 TUBE GUITAR AMPLI-
FIERS These amps feature a half-power 
switch on the front, 2 or 4 power tube 
switch on the rear, making it switchable 
from 7, 15 or 30 Class A Watts. It can go from sparkling 
Fender-like clean tones to metal and beyond with the 
twist of only 3 knobs per channel. The Clean channel 
has Treble, Bass and Volume controls, while the Dirty 
channel has Gain, Shape and Master Volume. The 
shape control facilitates a variety of tones from classic rock to scooped metal with all 
variations in between. Includes a valve-driven effects loop.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
TH30H ..................30/15/7W Class A tube amp head .................................................. 1199.00
TH30C ..................Combo version of TH30 with 1 x 12" Celestion G12H-30 speaker ...... 1349.00

NEW!

PEAVEY CLASSIC® SERIES TUBE AMPLIFIERS 
Vintage vibes with versatility and wailing gain pos-
sibilities, these amplifiers come alive with the magic 
combination of 12AX7 and EL84 tubes and a timeless 
design. Classic® 50 models offer 50W of responsive, 
textured gain and come with either (4) 10" or (2) 
12" Blue Marvel® speakers. Delta Blues™ amps 
were created for blues benders and feature built-in 
tremolo and either one 15" or (2) 10" Blue Marvel® speakers. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
CLASSIC-50-212 ........Tube combo, 2x12" speakers, 50W ..................................................879.99
CLASSIC-50-410 ........Tube combo, 4x10" speakers, 50W ..................................................999.99
CLASSIC-30-112 ........Tube combo, 12" speaker, 30W........................................................599.99
DELTA-BLUES-115 .....Tube combo, 15" speaker, 30W........................................................649.99
DELTA-BLUES-210 .....Tube combo,2x10" speakers, 30W ...................................................649.99
3054360 .....................2-button stereo footswitch .................................................................22.78

PEAVEY TRANSTUBE® GUITAR 
AMPLIFIERS Reliable solid-state ampli-
fiers with TransTube® technology that 
emulates the sound and feel of tube ampli-
fiers. Preamps tailor the gain level for the 
desired amount of drive and the power amp 
responds with natural compression that increases with the amp’s volume. The 
result is a line of amplifiers with widely ranging dynamics and natural “grit,” just 
like a real tube amp. All TransTube combos feature Clean and Lead channels and 
Blue Marvel® speakers.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
AUDITION .................. Combo amp, 4" speaker, 4W ......................................................... 47.99
BACKSTAGE ............... Combo amp, 6" speaker, 10W ....................................................... 59.99
SOLO ......................... Combo amp, 8" speaker, 12W ..................................................... 116.99
RAGE-258.................. Combo amp, 8" speaker, 25W ....................................................... 99.99
ENVOY-110................ Combo amp, 10" speaker, 40W ................................................... 229.99
BANDIT-112 .............. Combo amp, 12" speaker, 80W ................................................... 329.99

ORANGE ROCKERVERB SERIES TUBE GUITAR 
AMPLIFIERS The Rockerverb series uses a 2-stage 
clean channel and a 4-stage dirty channel with EL34 
output tubes. The EQ controls are interactive with 
each other, giving a wide range of tones from clean to 
high gain with only 3 controls. The non-master volume Clean channel can be cranked 
up for power section overdrive, while the Dirty channel offers a wide range of distor-
tion tones. MKII improvements include a mid EQ control on Clean channel, more 
transparent FX loop, and a larger reverb driven by ECC83 valves. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
RK50C-MKII-112 ....... Rockerverb 50 Combo, 50W twin-channel, 

1x12" Celestion Vintage 30 Speaker ......................................... 2299.00
RK50C-MKII-212 ....... Rockerverb 50 Combo, 50W twin-channel, 

2x12" Celestion Vintage 30 speaker .......................................... 2549.00
RK50HTC-MKII .......... Rockerverb 50 Head, 50W twin-channel .................................... 2099.00
RK100HTC-MKII ........ Rockerverb 100 Head, 100W twin-channel ................................ 2299.00

RK50HTC-MKII

LOOKING FOR 
MORE AMPLIFIERS? 
VISIT FULLCOMPASS.COM 
FOR OUR COMPLETE LISTINGS

CLASSIC-50-410

PEAVEY VYPRE GUITAR AMPLIFIERS VYPYR 
amplifiers are based on a combination of 32-bit, float-
ing-point SHARC processors and patented TransTube 
analog circuitry giving them twice the processing 
power, models and effects as other modeling ampli-
fiers. Features include 24 amp channel models, both 
the clean and distorted channels of 12 popular amps, 
plus 11 editable preamp “stomp box” effects and 11 
editable post-amp “rack” effects with dual-parameter control. Players can use up to 
five effects simultaneously. When used with the optional Peavey Sanpera™ II foot 
controller, the possibilities further expand from 12 in-amp presets to 400 program-
mable presets, with an on-board looper. The VYPYR also acts as its own computer 
audio interface, with a built-in USB 2.0 output on most models. The entire six-model 
VYPYR Series features the easy-to-use Peavey WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You 
Get) interface.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
VYPYR-15.................. 15-Watt combo, 8" speaker ........................................................... 99.99
VYPYR-30.................. 30-Watt combo, 12" speaker ....................................................... 199.99
VYPYR-75.................. 75-Watt combo, 12" speaker ....................................................... 299.99
SANPERA-I ................ Foot controller ............................................................................... 99.99
SANPERA-II ............... Foot controller ............................................................................. 199.99

VYPYR-75

PEAVEY 6505 SERIES GUITAR AMPS Named 
in celebration of Peavey’s first 40 years, the 6505 
Series is a re-launch of the 5150 Series, the popular 
amplifiers Peavey designed with Eddie Van Halen. As 
with the 5150 Series, these amps became the “go-to” 
guitar amps for scores of rock, hardcore and metal 
bands due to their raw tone, power and reliability.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
6505 Series Heads
6505+HEAD ............. Amp head, 120W, (6) 12AX7 & (4) 6L6GC tubes..............................1199.99
6505-HEAD .............. Amp head, 120W, (5) 12AX7 & (4) 6L6GC tubes................................999.99
6534+HEAD ............. Amp head, 120W, (6) 12AX7 & (4) EL34 tubes ................................1159.99
6505 Series Combos
6505-212 ..................Combo amp, 2x 12" speakers, 60W, (5) 12AX7 & (2) 6L6GC tubes ....1199.99
6505+112 ............... Combo amp, 12" speaker, 60W, (5) 12AX7 & (2) 6L6GC tubes .........599.99
6505 Series Cabinets
6505-412STRAIGHT . 300W handling, 4x12" Sheffield 1200‘s .............................................749.99
6505-412SLANT ....... 300W handling, 4x12" Sheffield 1200‘s .............................................749.99

650+112

BANDIT-112

BACKSTAGE

TH30C
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VOX HAND-WIRED TUBE GUITAR AMPS These 
amps feature turret board hand-wiring and traditional 
Top Boost/Normal 2-channel design. The Top Boost 
channel utilizes a fully interactive tone stack with a 
HOT/COOL switch, where the HOT setting bypasses the 
tone circuitry. All models include a VFS1 footswitch for 
switching between HOT/COOL settings. The controls 
for the Normal channel are simply a volume knob and 
BRIGHT switch. Overall volume can be controlled via a Master Volume (w/switchable 
bypass) and an Output Power mode switch, which can cut the wattage in half. All 
models are covered with retro-style fawn-colored vinyl. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
AC15HW1 .......Hand-wired AC15 combo, 15W, 1x12" Celestion Greenback speaker ........1199.00
AC15HW1X .....Hand-wired AC15 combo, 15W, 1x12" Celestion Alnico Blue speaker .......1449.00
AC30HW2 .......Hand-wired AC30 combo, 30W, 2x12" Celestion Greenback speakers ......1599.00
AC30HW2X .....Hand-wired AC30 combo, 30W, 2x12" Celestion Alnico Blue speakers .....1999.00
AC30HWHD .....Hand-wired AC30 head, 30W, w/speaker cable .........................................1299.00
V212X .............Hand-wired extension cabinet, 2x12" Celestion Alnico Blue speakers ......1099.00

AC30H2

VOX NIGHT TRAIN TUBE GUITAR AMPLIFIERS 
The Lil Night Train head (NT2H) uses (1)12AU7 power 
amp tube, and has Gain and Volume controls. Features 
Treble and Bass controls that are activated in Bright 
mode, and bypassed in Thick mode. Includes 8-/16-ohm 
speaker out & headphone/line out. The 15W Night Train (NT15H) has (2) EL84 power 
tubes, and is switchable between 15W Pentode & 7.5W Triode mode. It includes sepa-
rate 8- & 16-ohm speaker outputs and carry bag. The 50W Night Train (NT50) has (2) 
EL34 power tubes, and features 2 channels, Thick switch to bypass EQ on the Bright 
channel, Tight switch to cut low end, FX Loop with true bypass, (1) 16-ohm and (2) 
8-ohm speaker outputs. All models include power and speaker cables. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
NT2H ......................... Lil Night Train, 2W tube amp head ............................................. 249.99
V110NT...................... Lil Night Train, 1x10" cabinet w/Celestion 

VX10 speaker, 30W, 16ohms ....................................................... 129.99
NT2HSET.................... Lil Night Train set - head (NT2H) and cabinet (V110NT) ............. 329.99
NT15H ....................... Night Train, 15W portable tube amp head, carry bag ................. 499.99
NT50H ....................... Night Train, 50W tube amp head ................................................ 699.00
V112NT...................... Night Train, 1x12" cabinet w/Celestion 

Greenback speaker, 25W, 16ohms .............................................. 249.99
V212NT...................... Night Train, 2x12" cabinet w/Celestion 

G12H Anniversary speakers, 60W, 16ohms ................................. 499.99

NEW!

VOX AC CUSTOM SERIES AMPLIFIERS These 
amps offer 2 channels – Normal and Top-Boost. Each 
is equipped with its own volume control, and the Top 
Boost channel offers highly interactive Treble and Bass 
tone controls. Both channels rely on the Tone Cut and 
Volume controls in the Master section. Includes tremolo 
with adjustable speed and the depth, and spring reverb. 
Models feature EL84 power tubes, Celestion G12M Greenback speakers (except for the 
AC30C2X), switchable (8 or 16ohm) external speaker jack (mutes internal speakers), 
and 16ohm extension speaker jack (works in conjunction with internal speakers). 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
AC15C1 ..................... 15W 1x12" combo ........................................................................ 599.00
AC30C2 ..................... 30W 2x12" combo ........................................................................ 999.00
AC30C2RD................. AC30C2 w/Vintage Red Finish (Ltd Edition) .............................. 1049.99
AC30C2X ................... AC30C2 w/Celestion “Blue” Alnico Speakers ............................ 1499.00

VOX VALVETRONIX+ MODELING GUITAR AMPS 
Features 99 ready-to-play presets, a massive infusion 
of effects, built-in guitar tuner plus an all-new power 
level control. These combos use a 12 AX7 vacuum tube 
for true-tube tone, 11 pedal-type effects, 11 modula-
tion effects, and 3 reverb styles. The amps offer Gain, 
Volume, and Master Volume while the EQ features 
Treble, Middle, and Bass The optional VFS5 footswitch 
allows you to change programs, turn effects on and off, or 
set the Tap Tempo function.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
VT20PLUS.................. Combo amp, 8" speaker, 30W ..................................................... 169.99
VT40PLUS.................. Combo amp, 10" speaker, 60W ................................................... 249.99
VT80PLUS.................. Combo amp, 12" speaker, 120W ................................................. 399.99
VT120PLUS................ Combo amp, 2x12" speakers, 150W ............................................ 549.99
VFS5.......................... Optional footswitch ....................................................................... 59.99

ROLAND AC SERIES ACOUSTIC GUITAR 
AMPLIFIERS The AC60 & AC90 use DSP for lush ste-
reo/multi-band chorus - including a new “wide” mode, 
plus delay/reverb and auto anti-feedback control. The 
“wide” mode is replaced with a 3D ambient effect on 
the AC33. The 2-chnl design has a guitar input and a 
mic/line input (phantom power on AC60 & AC90 only). Mute switch for silent tuning 
on stage (not on AC33). Features a built-in tilt stand and mountable on commercial 
speaker stands. The AC33 has XLR, 1/4", RCA & stereo 1/8" ins, L/R 1/4" line outs, 1/4" 
headphone, and 1/4" footswitch jacks. The AC60 & AC90 have 1/4", XLR-1/4" combo in, 
stereo RCA & 1/4" AUX ins, L/R XLR line outs, 1/4" mono line out, 1/4" sub out, 1/4" DI 
out, and 1/4" footswitch jacks.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
AC33 ..............30W stereo AC/battery powered chorus amp w/ 40 sec phrase looper ........CALL
AC60 ..............30W stereo, dual 6.5" speakers, w/ carrying bag .......................................CALL
AC90 ..............45W stereo, dual 8" speakers, dual tweeters, w/ carrying bag ...................CALL 

AC60

ROLAND CUBE XL GUITAR AMPS Feature lead & 
clean channels, 1/8" AUX IN jacks for portable music 
players, 1/4" input jack and 1/4" recording/phones out 
jack a Power Squeezer function for full gain at low 
volume, delay & onboard tuner (Power Squeezer/
delay/tuner not on CUBE15XL). The 15W amp offers 
overdrive, distortion, metal zone, extreme lead types, 
and an independent clean channel. The 20W model 
features independent JC clean channel (JC-120 amp emulation), lead & solo w/boost 
chnls, metal, metal stack lead types, delay, COSM spring & reverb, chorus, flanger, 
phaser, tremolo, solo and heavy octave effects. The 40W amp adds 80 second phrase 
looper, memory capability for solo channel, and 10 COSM amp models (acoustic sim, 
black panel, brit combo, tweed, classic stack, metal stack, R-fier stack, extreme, dyna 
amp). Similar as the 40W, the 80W version adds a DLX combo COSM amp model & 
3-band EQ plus presence control. The 40W & 80W models have 3 footswitch jacks/
chnls. The 80W amp has a 1/4" external speaker jack.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
CUBE15XL ......15W guitar amp w/ 8" speaker, 3 BOSS lead tones ....................................CALL
CUBE20XL ......20W guitar amp w/ 8" speaker, 6 lead types, 9 effects ..............................CALL
CUBE40XL ......40W guitar amp w/ 10" speaker, 9 lead types, 8 effects ............................CALL
CUBE80XL ......80W guitar amp w/ 12" speaker, 10 lead types, 8 effects ..........................CALL 

CUBE20XL

TRAYNOR DARKHORSE 15W TUBE 
GUITAR HEAD This all-tube guitar head 
provides 15W in a sub-compact head & 
cab combo designed for travelling musi-
cians. Simple Gain, Bass, Treble and Master controls are augmented by a “Pure” 
switch, which bypasses the tone stack to deliver the most direct signal path possible 
between your fingers and the speaker. Output is selectable between a higher head-
room 15W pentode stage and a 2W triode stage for increased drive. Includes 8ohm & 
16ohm outputs. The DarkHorse DHX12 extension cabinet features a removable back 
panel to convert from a closed to an open back cabinet quickly and easily.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
DH15H ....................... 15W/2W tube amp head w/two 6V6 power tubes ........................ 520.00
DHX12 ....................... 1x12" cab w/Celestion G12M Greenback speaker, 16ohms ......... 320.00 

DH15H

VOX BRUNO GUITAR AMPLIFIERS These amps, 
made in collaboration with boutique amp designer 
Tony Bruno, deliver a distinctly American tone from 
(4) 6V6 power tubes and (3) 12AX7 preamp tubes, 
plus a 12AX7 and 12AT7 tube to drive the reverb unit. The single-channel preamp has 
Volume, Bass, Middle, and Treble controls. Features include a footswitchable Macho 
mode for boosted mids and overall gain, Bass Boost, and bypassable Master Volume. 
Both models are equipped with Celestion G12-65 loudspeakers, along with external 
speaker jacks, and a VFS-1 footswitch.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
TB35C1 ..................... 35W 1x12" tube guitar combo amp ........................................... 1199.00
TB35C2 ..................... 35W 2x12" tube guitar combo amp ........................................... 1399.00

NEW!

TB35C2

NT15H

AC30C2

VT80PLUS
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